ABSTRACT In order to improve the motion smoothness while maintaining the machining efficiency of the non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) interpolation, a novel jerk-continuous acceleration/deceleration (ACC/DEC) algorithm and the corresponding feedrate scheduling method are proposed in this paper. The polynomial and trigonometric functions are combined to construct the jerk-continuous ACC/DEC profile. Meanwhile, to reduce the computational load of feedrate scheduling, a proportional control method is proposed to determine the form of the jerk profile, which also improves the flexibility of feedrate control. Therefore, the maximum jerk and acceleration can be maintained to achieve higher machining efficiency compared with the conventional trigonometric methods, while the feedrate scheduling process is far simpler than the polynomial methods with continuous jerk. In addition, to improve the machining accuracy and motion smoothness, the round-off error caused by cycle sampling is also considered in feedrate scheduling and real-time interpolation. The proposed ACC/DEC algorithm is simplified to achieve the round-off error compensation, which can guarantee the continuity of jerk profile. A series of simulations and experiments for two NURBS curves is conducted to verify the good performance and applicability of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a parametric curve model, non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) offers a common mathematical form for the precise representation of analytical shapes as well as free-form curves and surfaces [1] . Compared with conventional computer numerical control (CNC) machining which only supports straight line and circular interpolation, parametric interpolation for NURBS curves has a lot of advantages in surface quality, machining efficiency, memory consumption and motion smoothness [2] . Therefore, in order to achieve highspeed and high-accuracy machining, it is critical to develop an efficient and applicable NURBS interpolator for CNC machine tools.
The feedrate scheduling which determines the smoothness, accuracy and stability of the machining process plays an important role in NURBS interpolation. And it is the premise of trajectory tracking control for machine tools and other mechanisms [3] - [6] . A lot of feedrate scheduling methods based on various acceleration/deceleration (ACC/DEC) algorithms have been proposed. The linear ACC/DEC algorithm [7] - [9] is simple to implement. Nevertheless, the feedrate profile is not smooth, which induces the vibration of machine tools during movement. The constant feedrate profile with adaptive adjustment methods [10] , [11] were employed for NURBS interpolation. Similarly, the acceleration profile is not continuous and the multiple constraints including chord error, centripetal acceleration and jerk cannot be satisfied.
Diverse jerk-limited ACC/DEC algorithms have been employed to improve the smoothness of feedrate profile.
Because of the efficiency and simplicity, S-shaped ACC/DEC algorithm [12] with seven sections is one of the most wildly used polynomial feedrate control method. Du et al. [13] and Dong et al. [14] proposed a similar adaptive feedrate scheduling method that the feedrate at the sensitive areas can be adjusted based on the various constrains and S-shaped algorithm. Du et al. [15] introduced an S-shaped feedrate scheduling method for NURBS curves while the round-off error caused by cycle sampling was also compensated. Lin et al. [16] proposed a real-time look-ahead algorithm to generate smooth and jerk-limited feedrate profile based on the curvature of the NURBS curves and the confined chord errors. Liu et al. [17] presented the complete procedures of NURBS interpolation including pre-processing and real-time interpolation. Sun et al. [18] presented a real-time and look-ahead interpolation methodology with dynamic B-spline transition scheme for short line segment machining and employed S-shaped ACC/DEC algorithm to schedule the feedrate. In order to simply the computing process of feedrate scheduling, Qiang et al. [19] and Leng et al. [20] proposed a similar cubic polynomial feedrate profile for NURBS interpolation. However, this ACC/DEC algorithm has low efficiency because the maximum acceleration and jerk cannot be maintained. In addition, the jerk profiles of the aforementioned methods are discontinuous and will bring flexible impulse to machine tools.
In order to simplify the expression and the computing process of polynomial profiles, some trigonometric ACC/DEC algorithms have been developed. Luo et al. [21] and Lee et al. [22] employed the single sine curve to construct the jerk profile based on the parametric method given in [23] . However, in each ACC/DEC process, only one point can reach the given maximum value of the acceleration or jerk profile, which leads to low machining efficiency. Furthermore, the jerk profile of this method is discontinuous with abrupt changes in the start and end points of each ACC/DEC section. Huang and Zhu [24] made some improvements and proposed a representation method of jerk profile using the sine series which combines the advantages of the polynomial and the single sine feedrate profile. Owing to the sine series, the maximum acceleration can be maintained and the efficiency is improved compared with single sine feedrate profile. However, the maximum jerk cannot be maintained, which still limits the machining efficiency. Meanwhile, as can be seen from the simulation results in [24] , the jerk profile is also discontinuous.
To improve the smoothness of feedrate and acceleration profiles, various jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithms have been developed and implemented to parametric interpolation. Fan et al. [25] proposed a polynomial ACC/DEC algorithm under the specified jounce. Because of the constant jounce, the jerk profile is continuous and has the similar form as the acceleration profile of the typical S-shaped ACC/DEC algorithm. However, a complete jerk profile consists of 15 sections with 7 independent variables, which increases the computational load of feedrate scheduling significantly. Liu et al. [26] presented a feedrate scheduling method based on a jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm. The jerk profile consists of several complete sine curves. Therefore, the representation and feedrate scheduling process of this method are simple. Jahanpour and Alizadeh [27] introduced an optimized S-shaped quantic feedrate scheduling scheme. The feedrate profile around the sharp corner can be modified using the exponential functions which guarantees that the jerk profile is continuous. However, the machining with these two methods is inefficiency for the same reason of [21] and [22] methods. Furthermore, none of these methods considered the round-off error which affects the machining accuracy and motion smoothness.
Following the idea of combination given in [24] , this paper proposes a novel jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm with high machining efficiency and low computational load. Correspondingly, the feedrate scheduling method is also presented. The polynomial and trigonometric functions are combined to construct the proposed ACC/DEC profile, which ensures the continuity of jerk profile. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the computational load of feedrate scheduling, a proportional control method is introduced to determine the form of the jerk profile. The ratio between the polynomial and trigonometric functions can be adjusted based on the requirements of motion smoothness and machining efficiency, which improves the flexibility of feedrate control. In addition, the round-off error is considered in feedrate scheduling and real-time interpolation to improve the machining accuracy and motion smoothness. The compensation scheme of round-off error is also presented with the simplified ACC/DEC algorithm which can maintain the continuity of the jerk profile. The comparison of this paper with previous works are summarized in Tab. 1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the definition and interpolation procedures of NURBS curves are introduces. Section III presents the proposed jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm. Section IV develops the feedrate scheduling method of NURBS interpolation. The round-off error compensation is also introduced in this section. The Simulations and experiments are conducted in section V. The conclusions are given in section VI.
II. DEFINITION AND INTERPOLATION PROCEDURES OF NURBS CURVES A. DEFINITION OF A NURBS CURVE
A NURBS curve C(u) can be defined as follows [1] :
where {P i } are the control points which form a control polygon, {ω i } are the corresponding weights of {P i }, (n + 1) is the number of control points and p is the degree of a NURBS curve. {N i,p (u)} are the pth-degree B-spline basis 
The pth-degree B-spline basis functions {N i,p (u)} are defined as follows:
B. INTERPOLATION PROCEDURES OF NURBS CURVES
The flowchart of NURBS interpolation is shown in Fig. 1 . There are two main stages: the pre-processing stage for obtaining the feature data of NURBS curves and completing the feedrate scheduling and the real-time interpolation stage for calculating the interpolation point position in each interpolation period.
In the stage of pre-processing, five modules are performed as follows:
1) CURVE SPLITTING AT BREAK POINTS
The breakpoints at where it is visually discontinuous should be found out to split the whole curve into several blocks. Correspondingly, the feedrate of each breakpoint is always assumed to be 0 mm/s. Thus, a series of intervals {[u blo si , u blo ei ]} can be obtained where u blo si and u blo ei are the start and end knots of i-th block, respectively.
2) ARC LENGTH AND CURVATURE CALCULATION
To achieve the feedrate scheduling, the arc length of each block needs to be calculated. A lot of methods have been proposed to obtain the arc length of NURBS curves. Considering the computational efficiency and accuracy, an adaptive quadrature method [28] based on Simpson rule, which divides each block into a series of subintervals, is employed in this paper. In addition, the curvature of each sampling point should be obtained during the arc length calculation. Therefore, a set of subintervals with the data buffer {[u i , κ i , S i ]} of each block are generated where, µ i is the parameter of end point, κ i is the corresponding curvature and S i is the cumulative arc length.
3) PARTITIONING SEGMENTS AT CRITICAL POINTS
In order to simplify the feedrate scheduling process and improve the interpolation accuracy, it is essential to further partition each block to several segments at the critical points which are the sharp corners. Based on the specified command feedrate F and the various constraints including chord error and centripetal acceleration, the critical points can be found by scanning the feature data buffer
Hence, the segment feature data buffer {[u 
5) FEEDRATE SCHEDULING
To prepare for the real-time interpolation, the feedrate scheduling should be conducted for each segment based on the proposed jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm and the look-ahead results. The time of each section and other crucial motion parameters can be obtained. Meanwhile, the round-off error compensation is considered is the feedrate scheduling and the corresponding parameters can be calculated.
In the stage of real-time interpolation, the main task is to calculate the position of target interpolation point in each interpolation period according to the feed length. A lot of methods including the first-and second-order approximations of Taylor series expansion [29] , [30] , the predictor-corrector interpolation (PCI) method [31] and the chord-tracking algorithm (CTA) [32] have been proposed to calculate the target parameter u next . Considering the computational load and accuracy, the PCI method is applied in this paper. Then the position of target interpolation point C(u next ) can be obtained based on u next and the de Boor-Cox algorithm [1] .
III. THE PROPOSED JERK-CONTINUOUS ACC/DEC ALGORITHM
The polynomial ACC/DEC profile with continuous jerk has complicated feedrate scheduling process. In addition, the maximum jerk and acceleration cannot be maintained only with the trigonometric functions, which reduces the machining efficiency significantly. To cope with these problems, a novel jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm is proposed where the trigonometric and polynomial functions are combined to construct the jerk profile. As shown in Fig. 2 , each non-zero section of jerk profile has two trigonometric curves on both sides and the middle part is the horizontal line, which can guarantee the continuity of jerk and increase the motion efficiency. Since the deceleration phase is similar to the acceleration phase, only the acceleration and constant feedrate (CF) phases are discussed. The jerk equation in acceleration and CF phases can be expressed as Eq. (5) where J max is the given maximum jerk. Integrating Eq. (5) yields the acceleration and feedrate equations expressed as Eq. (6)- (7) with the same time partitioning rule.
J max cos π 2T 13 (t − t 12 )t 12 ≤ t < t 13
However, as shown in Fig.2 , a complete ACC/DEC profile consists of 15 sections with complicated feedrate scheduling process similar to the algorithm given in [25] . Therefore, a proportional control method for jerk profile is proposed to reduce the computational load. Firstly, the two trigonometric curves corresponding to T 11 and T 13 in jerk profile are assumed to be symmetrical as well as T 31 and T 33 . Meanwhile, the curves of increasing acceleration sections and decreasing acceleration sections should be symmetrical to ensure that the acceleration can be reduced to zero at t 33 . Therefore, it can be derived that T 12 = T 32 and T 11 = T 13 = T 31 = T 33 . Correspondingly, the deceleration phase has the same relations. Secondly, a serious of coefficients k i (i = 1, 3, 5, 7) are introduced to determine the relation between the trigonometric and polynomial parts, which can be expressed as follows:
where
The larger the k i , the smoother the feedrate and acceleration profiles, the lower the machining efficiency. If k i = 0, the i-th section will degenerate into the typical S-shaped ACC/DEC profile; if k i = 0.5, the jerk profile is same as the algorithm given in [26] . For a certain condition, the coefficients k i should be selected in allowable range according to the requirements of motion smoothness and machining efficiency. In order to further reduce the computational load, k i in acceleration and deceleration phases can be assumed to be equal and set to k. Based on the proportional control method, the trigonometric and polynomial parts are always coexisting, which ensures that the jerk profile is continuous. Meanwhile, the maximum jerk and acceleration can be reached and maintained to improve the machining efficiency. Furthermore, the sections T i1 ,T i2 and T i3 can be packed up and processed as one section T i based on the coefficients k i . Therefore, the original 15 sections can be simplified to 7 sections with the similar feedrate scheduling procedures as the typical S-shaped ACC/DEC algorithm, which can simplify the computational load significantly. In addition, the proposed ACC/DEC algorithm is configurable according to the requirements of motion smoothness and machining efficiency, which increases the flexibility of feedrate control.
IV. FEEDRATE SCHEDULING BASED ON THE PROPOSED JERK-CONTINUOUS ACC/DEC ALGORITHM
In this section, the feedrate scheduling method for NURBS curves based on the proposed jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm is introduced in detail. Meanwhile, in order to improve the machining accuracy and motion smoothness, the compensation method of round-off error is also discussed.
A. FEEDRATE SCHEDULING CONSIDERING ROUND-OFF ERROR COMPENSATION
The round-off error is defined as the difference between the desired arc length and the sum of the feed length obtained by scheduled feedrate and interpolation period T s . Because the motion parameters such as the start feedrate v s , end feedrate v e , command feedrate F, maximum acceleration a max , maximum jerk J max , displacement S and the coefficients k i are given arbitrarily, neither each section time T j nor the total time T total = T j (j = 1, 2, . . . , 7) obtained by feedrate scheduling can be discretized exactly in an integer multiple of T s . Therefore, the round-off error is always exiting, which affects the machining accuracy and motion smoothness.
Some time rounding and compensation methods have been proposed in [15] and [19] . However, the round-off error is magnified because every section time is rounded in these methods. Meanwhile, the traditional compensation methods cannot maintain the continuity of jerk profile. As a matter of fact, it only needs to guarantee that the total scheduled time T total is an integer multiple of T s , which can reduce the round-off error significantly. Therefore, the total interpolation period number N total can be calculated as follows:
where the operator '[]' denotes rounding down. The round-off time t can be expressed as follows:
Hence, the round-off error is only the displacement S corresponding to t. In order to maintain the motion smoothness, S and t should be taken from the CF section. Therefore, the feedrate scheduling should make sure that the CF section is always existing with at least one interpolation period. According to the characteristics of the proposed jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm given in section III, the procedures of feedrate scheduling are shown in Fig. 3 assuming 0 ≤ v s ≤ v e < F. Firstly, the coefficient k should be selected according to the requirements of motion smoothness and machining efficiency. Then the feedrate can be scheduled with no more than three steps which are illustrated as follows:
max is the hypothetical maximum feedrate and equals to the command feedrate F. Meanwhile, the actual maximum acceleration a act a max in acceleration phase is assumed to be a max . Based on the selected k, the sections T i1 ,T i2 and T i3 can be processed as one section T i . Therefore, T 1 can be calculated as follows: (11) According to the symmetry, the corresponding feedrate increment v acc without constant acceleration section can be calculated as follows:
Through comparing the relation between v acc and (v 
On the contrary, if v acc > (v (1) max − v s ), it means that the constant acceleration section is not existing and T 2 = 0. Meanwhile, T 1 and T 3 should be updated as follows:
Therefore, the displacement of acceleration phase can be calculated as follows: Similar to Eq. (11)- (15), each section time of deceleration phase can be obtained and the corresponding displacement is expressed as follows:
Then, the CF section time T 4 can be calculated based on S acc ,S dec and S con where S con = v (1) max T s .S con is of great significance for round-off error compensation and used to ensure that the CF section is always existing with at least one interpolation period. If S ≥ (S acc + S dec + S con ), the actual maximum feedrate v act max is equal to v (1) max and T 4 can be calculated as follows:
Thus, each section time is obtained. Then, the start acceleration of each section and other crucial parameters can be calculated based on Eq. (5)-(7). Conversely, if S < (S acc + S dec + S con ), it means that the assumption for v (1) max is unreasonable and the feedrate scheduling process should go to Step 2.
2) STEP 2: ASSUMING v
In this case, v (2) max is the hypothetical maximum feedrate obtained by accelerating from v e without constant acceleration section. The actual minimum acceleration a act d min in deceleration phase is assumed to be −a max . Therefore, T 5 and T 7 can be calculated as follows:
Meanwhile, CF section time T 4 and constant deceleration section time T 6 are equal to zero. If v (2) max ≥ F, it means that v (2) max is still larger and the scheduling process should go to Step 3. If v (2) max < F, the time of each section can be obtained by Eq. (11)- (14) . Furthermore, the displacements of acceleration and deceleration phases can be calculated as VOLUME 6, 2018 follows:
If S = (S acc + S dec + S con ),v (2) max is the actual maximum feedrate exactly; if S < (S acc + S dec + S con ), the scheduling process should go to Step 3; if S > (S acc + S dec + S con ), it means that v act max belongs to (v (2) max , F). Therefore, an equation with respect to v act max can be derived according to Eq. (19)- (21) as follows:
max can be calculated using the quadratic formula as follows:
Therefore, the time of each section can be recalculated based on v act max . Meanwhile, the start acceleration of each section and other parameters can be obtained based on Eq. (5)- (7).
In this situation, v (3) max is the hypothetical maximum feedrate obtained by accelerating from v s without constant acceleration section and a act a max is assumed to be a max . Hence, T 1 and T 3 can be calculated using Eq. (11). Meanwhile, T 2 , T 4 and T 6 are equal to zero. If v (3) max < F,T 5 and T 7 can be calculated by the similar formula as Eq. (14). Then, the displacements of acceleration and deceleration phases can be obtained as follows:
max ). For this situation, an equation with respect to v act max can be obtained as follows: , F) ). Another equation can be derived as follows:
As can be seen, f 2 (v act max ) and f 3 (v act max ) are the high order equations of v act max and difficult to solve by analytical method. Thus, the Newton-Raphson algorithm which is a widely used numerical method is employed to solve v act max with the following iterative format: (2) max +v
In summary, the key of feedrate scheduling is to calculate the actual maximum feedrate v act max . Through three assumptions,v act max can be calculated by analytic or numerical methods. Then, the time of each section and other crucial parameters can be obtained.
B. ROUND-OFF ERROR COMPENSATION WITH CONTINUOUS JERK PROFILE
In order to improve machining accuracy and motion smoothness, the round-off error needs to be compensated with continuous jerk profile. As given in subsection IV.A, the round-off error S can be calculated after the feedrate scheduling as follows:
To reduce the effect of round-off error compensation to the scheduled feedrate, S should be compensated throughout the interpolation process of current NURBS segment. Thus, the compensation time T com total should be equal to the total interpolation time N total T s . In addition, the start and end compensation feedrates v com s and v com e should be set to zero. Therefore, different from the conditions of feedrate scheduling, the round-off error compensation is conducted based on S,T com total ,v com s and v com e . In order to achieve the error compensation with continuous jerk profile, the proposed ACC/DEC algorithm is simplified according to the given conditions. It can be assumed that all sections are existing with the following relation:
66410 VOLUME 6, 2018 where T com i is i-th section time of error compensation. Hence, the relation among S,T com sec and the maximum feedrate of error compensation v com max can be derived as follows:
Then, the corresponding maximum acceleration a com max and jerk J com max can be obtained as follows:
Therefore, the parameters of error compensation can be calculated based on Eq. (5)- (7) . During the real-time interpolation, the feed length of i-th interpolation period l i can be calculated through the procedures shown in Fig. 4 where l 1 i is calculated by the scheduled feedrate and l 2 i is the corresponding compensation length.
V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, analytical simulations of two NURBS curves are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm and the corresponding feedrate scheduling method. In V.A, analysis and comparisons are performed with the representative method given in [26] . In addition, the experimental results of the test NURBS curves are shown in V.B to validate the applicability and feasibility of the proposed method.
A. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) TEST CASE AND SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
As shown in Fig. 5 , the butterfly-shaped curve and the ∞-shaped curve are selected as the case studies. the degree, control points, knot vectors and weight vectors of the test curves are given in appendix A and B, respectively. The interpolator parameters used for simulations are listed in Tab. 2. In addition, the simulations are conducted on a personal computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700HQ 
2) ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS OF BUTTERFLY-SHAPED CURVE
The simulation results of butterfly-shaped curve obtained by the proposed ACC/DEC algorithm and feedrate scheduling method are shown in Fig. 6(a)-(d) . As can be seen, the jerk profile is continuous while the acceleration and feedrate profiles are smooth. However, the jerk profile in some interpolation points exceeds the confined range due to the round-off error compensation but still keeps in a certain extent with small effect to the machining accuracy and motion smoothness. The simulation results obtained by the method given in [26] are shown in Fig. 7(a)-(d) . However, the VOLUME 6, 2018 round-off error compensation method is not given. Thus the total interpolation time in Fig. 7 is not an integer multiple of T s . But the jerk profile might also exceed the given range if the round-off error is compensated because of the superposition of two jerk profiles. As shown in Fig 7(d) , the maximum jerk cannot be maintained, which leads to low machining efficiency. The statistic comparison of the interpolation time and the maximum chord error are shown in Tab. 3. As can be seen, the total interpolation time decreases from 5393.2 ms obtained by the method given in [26] to 4828 ms obtained by the proposed method wit k = 0.3, decreasing by 10.47%. Furthermore, the maximum chord errors obtained by these two methods can satisfy the specified tolerance. 
3) ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS OF ∞-SHAPED CURVE
The simulation results of ∞-shaped curve obtained by the proposed method are shown in Fig. 8(a) -(d) with continuous jerk and smooth acceleration profiles. As can be seen form Fig. 8(b) and 8(d) , the maximum acceleration and jerk can be maintained to obtain high machining efficiency. Meanwhile, the jerk profile keeps in a certain extent although it exceeds the confined range in some areas resulted from the round-off error compensation. The simulation results obtained by the method given in [26] are shown in Fig. 9(a)-(d) . The interpolation time is not rounded either. As shown in Fig. 9 (b) and 9(d), in each ACC/DEC process, only one point can reach the given maximum value of acceleration or jerk, which limits the machining efficiency. Tab. 4 illustrates that the chord errors of these two methods are both within allowable range. However, the total interpolation time obtained by the proposed method with k = 0.2 is 1931 ms which is 12.31% shorter than 2202.1 ms obtained by the method given in [26] .
B. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this paper, the experiments are conducted on a three-axis engraving machine with Panasonic MBDH series servo derives and MHMD series motors. The layout of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 10 . The proposed ACC/DEC algorithm and the corresponding feedrate scheduling method are implemented on a PC-based motion controller developed by our team with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4460 3.2GHz CPU, 4.00GB SDRAM and Windows 7 operating system (OS).
Meanwhile, the Kithara real-time suite (KRTS) [33] which is a modular real-time extension software for Windows OS is installed to the controller to improve the real-time performance of the control system. Therefore, the pre-processing task and the real-time interpolation task can be performed in one controller. The control data of each axis can be sent to the servo derives by EtherCAT.
Corresponding to the simulation, the butterfly-shaped curve and ∞-shaped curve are machined based on the proposed method. The machining results is shown in Fig. 11(a)-(b) . As can be seen, smooth trajectories can be obtained. Meanwhile, the real-time performance of the proposed method is also tested. The computational time in each interpolation period is measured in real-time and the statistical data is summarized in Tab. 5. As can be seen, both the maximum and average computational times of butterflyshaped curve and ∞-shaped curve are smaller than 15 µs Therefore, the real-time requirements can always be satisfied with 1 ms interpolation period. And the applicability and feasibility of the proposed method can be validated.
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel jerk-continuous ACC/DEC algorithm and the corresponding feedrate scheduling method for NURBS interpolation are proposed in this paper. The polynomial and trigonometric functions are combined to construct the ACC/DEC profile. Meanwhile, a proportional control method is proposed to determine the form of the jerk profile, which reduces the computational load of feedrate scheduling and improves the flexibility of feedrate control. Therefore, the generated feedrate profile is more efficient than the traditional trigonometric methods and has simpler scheduling process compared with the polynomial methods with continuous jerk. To improve the machining accuracy and motion smoothness, the round-off error is also considered and compensated based on the simplified ACC/DEC algorithm. Finally, simulations of two NURBS curves are performed to illustrate that the proposed method can generate a jerk-continuous profile with higher efficiency and simpler feedrate scheduling process similar to the typical S-shaped ACC/DEC algorithm. The practical experiments based on a self-developed motion controller and a three-axis engraving machine are also conducted to validate the feasibility and applicability of the proposed algorithm.
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